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1. INTR~~xJCTI~N 
Let G(A) be the Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated to a symmetrizable 
generalised Cartan Matrix A. A number of results about the structure of 
G(A) are known and we refer the reader to [Kl, Mol ] for preliminary 
properties. We recall some of them here. G(A) has a root-space decom- 
position G(A)=H@@.., G(A),, where #c H* is the root-system which 
is equipped with a basis II. Further, there exists an invariant bilinear form 
on G(A) which is nondegenerate on H. Thus we get a bilinear form ( , ) 
on H* and a natural isomorphism B -+ t, from H* to H. Let r be the lat- 
tice of roots (r=x,,$ Zcr) and PE H* be any element such that 
2(p, a) = ((w, a) for all d E 17 (so-called simple roots). 
For I E H*, consider the set X, = (p E 1+ I’\ (p + p, p + p) = 
(A + p, ,I + p)). This set comes up naturally when one considers the action 
of the so-called Casimir operator 52 on G(A)-modules belonging to 
category o (see [K2, DCK J for a definition of these concepts). For a 
highest weight module M(J) of highest weight L, Sz acts as a scalar 
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(A + p, A + p) on it as can be easily seen [K2, GL]. It is then clear that the 
highest weights of all irreducible subquotients of M(A) belong to X,. This 
fact has been exploited to derive the Weyl-Macdonald-Kac identites 
[K2, GL]. - 
However, the Casimir operator 52 is not very effective for a general 
module M in O. Even though one has a decomposition M = @ CE c M, 
where M, = {IYI E MI (0 - cl)’ m = 0 for some r}, the submodule M, is too 
heterogeneous to be useful. To remedy this situation, certain equivalence 
classes of elements of H* were introduced in [DGK] and it was proved 
that A4 = @ ,, M, where MA is the submodule associated to an equivalence 
class A. These submodules are more “homogeneous” in nature. It is 
therefore a natural question to investigate the relationship between these 
two decompositions. 
First, we observe that XL = X, iff 3, E X, iff p E X,. Second, for ~1 EX,, the 
equivalence class of p is completely contained in X, ; this can be easily 
checked from the definition of equivalence classes (see Sect. 2). Therefore, 
X, is a union of equivalence classes and so M, is a sum of those sub- 
modules M, where 0 c X,. (Here c = (A + p, I + p)). Thus a study of the 
decomposition of X, into equivalence classes will reflect on the extent of 
heterogeneity of M,. 
Our main theorem (see below) states that in case of an uj$re Lie 
algebra, X, contains only finitely many equivalence classes (up to action of 
the Weyl group). The case of a general Kac-Moody Lie algebra is open at 
the moment.’ However, it seems probable that it can be handled by techni- 
ques similar to those in this paper. It may be noted that the problem as for- 
mulated above deals with H* and the action of Weyl group on it; the 
G(A):modules do not come in the picture even though they are the 
motivation behind it all. 
Our result can also be viewed with reference to a certain algebra 
‘%I U(G(A)) (enveloping algebra of G(A)) as constructed in [CI]. It is 
proved there that in case of alline G(A) the center Z(N) is isomorphic to 
@[tc, s2] where t5 E H is the element corresponding to the null-root < E H* 
and Q is the Casimir operator. It is not hard to see that the decomposition 
of X, that we consider in our main theorem corresponds to a decom- 
position of modules in category D by action of Z(a). 
The present paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2 we formulate the 
problem and give the statement of the main theorem. Section 3 is devoted 
to some preliminaries regarding the afIlne Kac-Moody Lie algebra; this 
also includes an explicit description of the equivalence classes in this case. 
(In general, it is hard to get such a description.) In Section 4 we prove the 
main theorem. Section 5 is concerned with some special cases which bring 
’ The “hyperbolic” case has been settled by Deodhar and Moody. 
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out similarities and differences between the finite dimensional and affine 
cases. In Section 6, we give proofs of a few results used in the course of our 
proof of the main theorem; these results seem to be interesting in their own 
right. It also contains an elementary intrinsic proof of the fact that 
Ws) = W,,(n) for a finite Weyl group W, (see Sect. 2 for notation). This 
fact is given as an exercise in Bourbaki’s book [B, p. 227, Ex. 1 ] and has 
been used extensively by several mathematicians. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND STATEMENTOF MAIN THEOREM 
Consider the root-space decomposition G(A) = HO @,,, G(A),. Let 
4’ denote the set of positive roots. Let tiR denote the set of real roots in Q 
(i.e., qdR= {aEq4l(a,a)>O}). F or a E #R, we have the reflection s, E Aut H* 
given by s,(6) = 19 - 2( (6, a)/(a, a)). a. Then the Weyl group W is generated 
by (s, I a E 4,). It is also known that the set S of reflections with respect o 
simple roots generates W and ( W, S) is a Coxeter group. 
We now define the equivalence classes mentioned in the Introduction. 
An ordered pair (1, CL} of elements of H* is said to satisfy condition (*) 
if there exists a sequence (possibly empty) $i ,..., tik of roots in 4’ and a 
sequence n, ,..., nk of positive integers such that 
(i) n-p=Cf=‘=, n&i and 
(ii) 2(A+p-n,$, - “’ -njpl$jj-l, $j)=nj(ll/j, ~j) Vl <j<k. 
We define an equivalence relation N on H* as follows: Given 1, ALE H*, 
1~ p if there exists a sequence 1= A,, A1 ,..., 1, = ~1 in H* such that for 
every O<i<m-1, one of the ordered pairs (li,&+l} and {&+,,&} 
satisfies condition (*). We then consider the equivalence classes associated 
with -. For VEH*, let [v] denote the equivalence class of v. This 
definition is due to [DGK, Sect. 43 and is motivated by the following 
theorem [KK, Sect. 4, Theorem 23 on the composition factors of highest 
weight modules: An irreducible module with highest weight p occurs as a 
subquotient of a highest weight module of highest weight Iz iff the pair 
{A, p} satisfies condition (*). 
We now bring in the Weyl group W. We consider the shifted action of W 
on H* viz. w.v=w(v+p)-p for WE W, VEH*. We now note that for a 
pair {A, p} satisfying condition (*), w. 1 -w .p. (Note that {w .1, w-p} 
may not satisfy condition (*) which is obviously stronger than saying 
w*l-w*p.) Hence it is clear that I-6+w*1-w*fJ, i.e., Watts on the 
set Y of all equivalence classes. We consider the stabilizers. Let n be an 
equivalence class and choose IE~. Define two subgroups WF), W(A) of 
W as follows: 
(i) WT)= {we WIwL-AEI’} and 
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- 
(ii) V’(1) = the subgroup of lV(1) generated by the reflections it con- 
- tains, i.e., if $R(n)= (~(~4~1 S,E IV(J)} then IV(n) is the subgroup 
generated by (sol 1 a E bR(n)}. 
Now it can be proved fairly easily that R’(n) c stabilizer of n in 
WC W’T;i). 
As mentioned in the introduction, WT) = W(d) for the finite dimen- 
sional case (see Proposition 6.3). In general, however, WT)/W(I) may 
even be infinite. (Note that W(2) is normal in W(J).) An example is given 
in Section 5.7. The set dR(n) forms a root-system in the finite dimensional 
case and so W(1) is a Coxeter group which is a very useful fact. In the 
general case, dR(n) need not be a root-system eventhough W(2) still seems 
to have useful properties (e.g., we prove that in the ahine case W(J) is 
actually a Coxeter group* even if dR(n) is not a root-system 
(Proposition 6.1). 
We come back to the study of the structure of X,. Let Yn be the set of 
equivalence classes contained in X,. It is easy to see that WT) is the 
biggest subgroup of W which keeps Y;, stable and that W(J) acts trivally 
on 9”. We now ask the following questions. 
(1) Is the number of orbits of WT) in z. finite? 
(2) What is the structure of these orbits? 
(3) To what extent do these objects depend on A? 
In the finite dimensional case, these questions are easily answered and 
the answers are somewhat rivial: Since the form ( , ) on Hz = Cso ,+ R. cp 
is positive definite and r is discrete the set X, its.s finite and so certainly 
the answer to (1) is in the affirmative. Also, W(n) = W(J) as mentioned 
earlier and so all the orbits are singleton sets for all I E H*. 
In the remaining part of this paper, we give answers to these questions 
for afline Lie algebras. Our main theorem is as follows: (We use the 
notation set above. Also recall that 5 is the null-root in b’.) 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G(A) be an affine Lie algebra. Then 
(i) The number of orbits of WT) in 9, is finite V;l E H*. 
- 
(ii) Zf (A+ p, <) = 0 then each orbit is a singleton set, i.e., W(1) is the 
full stabilizer of every equivalence class in X,. 
(iii) Zf (2 + p, 5) # 0 then each orbit is isomorphic to W-)/W(n), i.e., 
W(2) is the stabilizer of every equivalence class in X,. 
2See also the note at the end of this paper. 
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We note that the subgroups W?;i) and IV(n) depend only on the coset 
1+ fin H*/T. Thus, if J.,, A2 E H* such that I, - AZ E r, it is clear from (ii) 
and (iii) above that the structure of orbits in Y1, and 9& is the same. 
However, the number of orbits may vary. (Note that 1, - 1, E r does not 
mean that X,, =X2,.) 
3. PRELIMINARIES REGARDING AFFINE KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let G(A) be an alline Kac-Moody Lie algebra. We assume that A is 
indecomposable. Such Lie algebras are related to classical finite dimen- 
sional complex semisimple Lie algebras and their root systems. As a result, 
it is possible to give explicit descriptions for objects like 4, 4R, 9, W for 
G(A) in terms of the corresponding objects for finite dimensional algebras. 
These descriptions are well known and we give them here for the sake 
reference. We also give explicit descriptions for the action of W and the 
equivalence classes in H*. 
It is well known [Kl, Mo2] that the basis n of simple roots of G(A) can 
be enumerated as {a,, a1 ,..., a,} in such a way that CJ$,=#~C~~~~, &xi is 
a finite irreducible reduced root system and a0 is related to it in one of the 
following ways: Let p denote either the highest root in do or the highest 
short-root (this possibility exists only if &, has two root-lenths) or twice the 
highest short-root (this possibility exists only if & is of type B,). Then 
(aO+/?, ai)= VOQi<l. It can be shown that <=aO+/? is in 4’ -#R (so- 
called “the null-root”) and that any root in 4 - $R is an integral multiple of 
<. It can also be seen that any c1 E $R is of the form fc + cp where 1 E Z and 
cp E &, or (p/2 E &, (this possibility exists only if &, is of type B, and B is 
twice the highest short root). A more precise description of #R is given in 
Proposition 6.1. 
H* has a distinguished basis (6, 5, al,,.., a,} where 6 is given by 
(6,aj)=0 Vl<j<l, (6,a,)=(oz,,a,)/2 and (6,6)=0. Next, r=CoGisr 
Za, = Zt + r,, where r, = C1 Q jG I Zaj. Next, let p0 = 4 C, E o; cp and set 
;,=Jy$, /I)/(/$ a))+ 1) 6 +po. Then it can be seen that 2(p, a,)= (ai, aJ 
&e%asimir operator 52 is given by Q = 52, + 2 EVE +,+ x-~ * xv where 
Q0=(4/(aop a,)) td.tt+C~~j~~ (2t,t,l(aj, aj)) + t2, + (t,, tp) (mj being 
the fundamental weight corresponding to aj in do). It can be easily checked 
that n(Q,) = (,? + p, A + p) so that D acts on a highest weight module of 
highest weight 1 as a scalar (A+ p, 1+ p) as mentioned in the Introduction. 
The Weyl group W ( c Aut H*) can be shown to be isomorphic to a 
semidirect product Ta W, where W, is the Weyl group of 4. (embedded 
naturally in W) and T is an additive subgroup of H,* = x1 G j <, @aj defined 
as follows: 
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if /? is the highest root 
if jI is the highest 
short root 
if /? is twice the highest 
short root. 
The action of W on H* can be described in terms of the action of W, on 
Hz and the set T as follows: Let w = 8. z E W (0 E T, r E W,) and p = md + 
Y]~+u<EH* (m,a~C,~o~H~).Thenw(~)=(~~r)(m6+~o+a~) = ma+ 
(Go) - (m. boy ao)/2). 0) + (a + t~tvo), 0) - Mao, ~oYW~ e)) 5. (All 
these things are proved in the appendix. The above action is also given 
independently by Kac and Peterson). 
Next we come to explicit description of equivalence classes in H*. We 
have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 1+ p = rn6 + q. + a5 with m, a E @, ‘lo E H,*. Let A 
be the equivalence class of A. Then 
(i) A= W(l).l+Z~= WT)-A+Z< ifm=O (i.e., (l+p,<)=O). 
(ii) A= W(l).1 ifm#O (i.e., (A+p, 5)#0). 
Proof: (i) As mentioned in Section 2, W(I).lcA. Let p= w.l +n< 
with w E W(A) and nEZ. Then 2(w*1+p, t) = 2(w(12+p), <) = 
2(I+p, g) (this is because w-‘(t)= <). Since (n+p, t)=O=n(& t), it is 
clear that p m w. 1. Hence PE /i. Therefore W(A). A + Zt c A. Next, let 
p E /1. Then 3 a sequence 1= IO, I1 ,..., & = p such that {,I- 1, &} or 
fniy li- I} sa IS tes condition (*)Vi. We prove by induction on i that t’ f 
li E q). ,I + Zg. Clearly this is true for i = 0. Assume this true for i- 1. 
Now either li- Izip, E Zt in which case liE WT) * A + Zt or 3a E 4,’ such 
that s, E W(A,- ,) and s, . Ai-, = li. Since li- r E %) 1 A + Z<, it is clear 
that lip, E 2 + r and so WT) = Wx, ). Hence s, E W(1). Therefore 
Ai = S,.Ai-lE W(/l_,).A.-, c Wx). J, + Z(f Hence by induction 
p = &E 6). I+ Z<, i.e., n c WY). ,I + Z& Lastly, let p= w. 1+ pt with 
WE m), FEZ. Let w=& t with 0eT, TE W,. Since (1+~,<)=0, i.e., 
A+P=v,+~, W-J = tew+d-p = eo) + ta+teo)m5. 
Hence w.1 - 1 = (z(y~~)- qo) + (z(q,), 0) 5. Since w E W?;i, and 
WT) = W-p) as can be checked, it follows that w. 1 - 1 E r = 
r. + Zg. Thus r(qo) - qoe r. and (z(tfo), 0) E Z. Now Z. 1 - 1 = r(q,) - 
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‘lo E r. and so 7 E Wz). Now as remarked earlier, W@) = Wo(~o) and 
so 7 E W,(~,I,). However, Wo(~o) c FV(n+ p) = ?V(n) as can be checked. 
Next, w*I2 - 2.3, = (7(qo), 0) rEZ(. Hence w*AE W(A).l+Z(. It is now 
clear that ,ULE IV(n).1 + Z{, i.e., I??)*J + Z< c w(n).1 + Z& This 
proves (i). 
(ii) We have only to prove that /i c W(A) * 1. Let p ~/i. There exists 
a sequence d = lo, A,,..., Ak = p such that { li- 1, Ai} or {Ai, ii_ I} satisfies 
condition (*) Vi, i.e., &E#, FEZ such that li--li-, =na where 
2(1i-, +p, a) =n(a, a). It can be easily seen that liPI -1 E r and so 
(lip, +p, <)#O. Therefore a#Z<. Thus aebR and s,.&-~ =&. Hence 
s, E lV(n,- 1 + p) = PV(n,- 1) = w(1). It is now clear that p E IV(n). 1. This 
proves (ii). 
COROLLARY 3.2. (i) If (A + p, 5) = 0 then WT) acts trioally on 5&, the 
set of equivalence classes in X1 
(ii) If (A + p, 0 #O then W(A) is the stabilizer of every equivalence 
class in X,. 
Proof We have only to remark that for TEXT, (p++, 5)= (I+p, 5) 
and so the corollary follows from the proposition above. 
4. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
First, it is clear that A can be assumed to be indecomposable. 
Throughout this section, we fix J E H* and consider X,, 9” as mentioned in 
Section 2. Let I + p = md + v. + at with m, a E @ and q. E Hz. We also note 
that (A + p, 1+ p) = mu(a,, ao) + (~~11~). Because of Corollary 3.2, we need 
to prove only the statement (i) of the Main Theorem. 
Case I 
(I + p, 5) = 0 (i.e., m = 0). 
By Corollary 3.2 (i), W’;T;i, acts trivially on YA and so we have to prove 
that the set YA itself is finite. 
Let VEX,. Then p~E+Zt+r~ and so ,u=A-kl-7 with keZ and 
y E r,. Since (,u + p, p + p) = (A+ p, 1+ p), it can be checked that (qo, qo) 
= (~~-7, lo--y). Write q. = Re qo+i* Im q. where Re qo, Im QZ~E 
ClcjGr Raj. Then it is easy to see that (y, y) = 2(qo, y) = 2(Re qo, y) and 
so IyI (=(y, r)‘/*) < 2 * IRe loI. Since r. is fixed, y has only a finitely many 
possibilites (The form ( , ) on C, 4 js [ Raj is positive definite and r. is a 
lattice). 
Also, p = 1- y - kt N 1- y by Corollary 3.2. Hence it is clear that Sp, is 
finite in this case, This proves the main theorem in this case. 
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Case II 
(A+ p, t) # 0 (i.e., m # 0). 
Let~EX1.Then~=i-k5-ywithkEZ,yET,suchthat(~++,~++) 
= (A+ p, I + p). This is equivalent to 
It is then clear that y determines k (m # 0). We denote it by k,. 
Let r,(n) = {y E r,,l I - kyt -y EX~). Then it follows that r,(J) 
parametrizes X,. 
The idea of the proof is to examine closely this set and the action of 
WT). 
Subcase a. m#Q. 
We show that the set r,,(n) itself is finite and so the theorem is obvious 
in this case. 
Choose a set (yl,..., y,} of linearly independent (over Q) elements in 
r,,(A) (p > 0), which is maximal with respect o this property. 
Any y E r,(n) is a Q-linear combination of {yi ,..., r,}; i.e., 
Y = i ai”ti, aiEQ. 
i=l 
(Y, Y) = mk,(aoy 4 + 2h Y) (from (4.1)) 
= mk,(ao, 4 + i 2(r1o, Yi). ai 
i=l 
=mky(ao, ad + 5 ai((yi, Yi) - mkyi(ao, ad). 
i=l 
Thus, (Y, Y) - Cfzl ai(yi, Yi) = da,, a#, - Cf’= 1 aikyz) (again from 
(4.1)). 
Since the number on the left-hand side is in Q and m 4 Q, it is clear that 
(Y7 Y)’ i ai(Yi3 Yi). 
i= 1 
(4.2) 
Now the left-hand side can be considered as a quadratic form in variable 
als which is positive definite since (y, ,..., y,> are linearly independent. The 
right-hand side is a linear form in als and hence it is clear that the value of 
(y, y) in (4.2) is bounded by a constant depending on y;s only (see below). 
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It is now clear that there are only finitely many y’s in r, which satisfy (4.2). 
Thus f,,(A) is finite. 
[We include here a proof of the fact quoted above: 
Let I’ be the Q-span of (yl,..., y,>. Since the symmetric bilinear form 
( , ) on V is positive definite, there exists a basis iv,,..., u,} of V such that 
(vi, u./) = 6,. Let y = CT= 1 bjuj so that (y, y) = Cp= 1 bj’ and C;= I ai(yi, yi) = 
2 C;=, bj d, for suitable d, E Q depending on y;s and vis only and indepen- 
dent of a;s. 
Thus (4.2) becomes: 
or 
f bi”-2 f bjdj=O 
j=l j=l 
f (bj-dj)*= i 4. 
j=l j=l 
Thus lbjl < ldjl +JQ,, 4 <:K say (independent ofj). Then (y, y) = xi”=, 
bj’ ,< pK2. ] 
Subcase b. m E Q (m # 0). 
In this case, r,(A) need not be finite (see Sect. 5 for an example) and that 
is where W?;i) comes in the picture. We assume m > 0 for the sake of 
definiteness; an entirely dual argument works for m < 0. 
CLAIM. The set {k, I y E r,(A)} is bounded below. 
This is proved by showing that k, 3 0 for all but finitely many y’s E r,(A). 
Note that 
k, = (Y-ho, Y) 
m(ao, a01 
from (4.1) 
Thus, 
k,<Oo(y-2Reqo,y)<0 
*(Y, Y) <We vov Y). 
Thus, k, c 0 * I y I < 2 I Re uol and there are only finitely many y’s E r,(n) 
with this property. Our claim is now clear. 
Thus, any subset of f,(A) contains at least one y such that k, is 
minimum for that subset. In particular, we will consider the subsets of 
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J’,(A) obtained from considering orbits of W’T;i) in X,. Since these form a 
partition of X,, it is clear that the finiteness of the number of WT)-orbits 
in X2 follows from the finiteness of the following subset p,,(A) (consisting of 
these y”s with “k, least”) 
p,,(A) = (7 E r,(A) 1 k, < k,Vy E r,,(A) such that 
[n-k,&y]E wq,. [Lk,&$q}. (4.3) 
(Recall: For v E H*, [v] is the equivalence class containing v). 
Proof of the finiteness of p,,(A). The idea is to use elements from iY(n) 
and the condition in (4.3) to show that (jr, y”) for fop,, is bounded 
above by a constant not depending on 7. To do so, we need plenty of 
elements from I??) and we observe that r,(A) provides such elements after 
a suitable modification as follows: Choose and fix a positive integer q such 
that mqf24 E Z. 
For every y E r,(A) and n E Z - (O}, consider 
/j= 2qn - Y. (ao, ao) 
It can be easily seen that 0 E T. Next, we claim that 8 * id E G). For this, 
we have 
=mJ+ lo-- 
( 
Mao, a01 o 
2 
> 
+ a+(?,, e- 
( 
m(ay ao) (e, 8)) <. 
so 
A-(e.id).l 
Mao, a01 2qn = .-. 
2 (a0, a0) 
Y 
+ ( 
Mao, a01 4qzn2 
4 ‘( ao, ao)’ ’ (” ‘) 
-&(““‘Y))t 
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=mqny+ 
( 
-!!L g2n2(y, Y) - 
(ao9 ao) 
$$-j UY, 7) -m&la,, aoN) t 
09 0 
(from (4.1)) 
as can be easily seen. (Note: mqe24 Z.) Consider y”~r~(A) and y of,. 
Let 8 = 2qn/(a,, a,) y E T. Then 
e*(n-k,(-$q+p 
=8(mf3+rjo+a(-k&-~) 
=mcS- 
,(a; sob- 
mcay ‘0) (e, e) 5 
+(~O-YI)+(~o--,e)5+ar-k,-5 
=I- k,+ 
( 
,(a; ao) (e, e) - (q. - j?, 8)) r 
m(ao, a01 - 
2 
8 - 7. 
Since 8 E WT) (as seen before), 
&(A-k,&y”)c WT)*[A-k,{-71. 
Hence, by minimality of k, (see (4.3)), 
i.e., (m(a,, a,)/4) (0,fI) - (Re q. - 7, f3) 2 0 (as remarked before). Put 0 = 
G%Mao, aoN Y to get 
dt-- q2n2 * (Y, Y) - 
(sop a01 
&(Revo-7,y)2Q 
07 0 
i.e., 
mqn2(y, Y) - WRe v. - 7, Y) 2 0 4 as->0 . (aov a01 > 
We note that this inequality is true for all n E Z - (0). Put n = 1 then 
mg(y, y)/2 2 (Re rlo - 7, Y ). Put n = - 1 then (Re v. - 7, Y) 2 ( -w(y, Y J/2). 
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Thus I(Re ~~-7, y)I 6 mq(y, Y)/& i.e., 
KY”, Y)I G IN uloT ?)I +Y(Y, Y) 
Hence, 
mq 
171 . lcos ~16 IRe qol +- IYI 
2 
if y #O. (4.4) 
(cp is the angle between 7 and y.) We note that this is true for all 
y E r,(A) - (0) and 7~ PO(A). 
Now choose a Q-linearly independent set {y i ,..., y,} in f,(A) which is 
maximal with respect to this property. 
Then 
mqlyil 171 ’ ICOS ‘piI <- 2 + IRe?oly V(1 <i<p) (4.5) 
(cp,= and between 7 and y,). Choose a basis {u,,..,, a,} of the Q-span V of 
{y ,,..., y,} which is dual to (y ,,..., y,}, i.e., 
C”i, Yj) = 6,. 
(Note that this is possible since {y,,..., yP} is linearly independent and so 
the form ( , ) on V is positive definite). 
Since { y , ,..., yP} is a maximal linearly independent set in r,(A), 7 is a 
Q-linear combination of these, i.e., 
y”’ f aiyi. 
i= 1 
It is clear that ui= (7, ui). So 
so 
(73 ‘Y)= i (73 ui)*(79 Yi)d f 171. l”il ’ IYil 7 lcos (PiI 
i=l i=l 
G f ITI * l”il * IYil * 
VlYil 2 + IRe q,-,l (from (4.5)) 
i=l > 
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SO 
Clearly, the number of the right-hand side is independent of 7. Thus 171 is 
bounded for 7 E r,(n) and so PO(J) is finite as required. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In the section we shall give some specific examples of the decomposition 
of X, and an example to show that wT)/lV(n) can be infinite. 
As usual, we write il+p =m6 +v~+u<E H*. Though the arguments 
below can be easily modified to include the case of an arbitrary r,rO E r,, we 
assume for simplicity, yl,, = 0. We want to describe X,. We note that 
?V(n) 1 W, in this case. 
Case (i) 
Assume m is irrational. Let p E [A] be of the form p = ma + a< - kt 
- y - p, k E Z, y E r,. If p has the same Casimir action as A, then we get 
(miS+at--k<-y,md+a<-k5--y)=(mc5+a<,md+at) 
or mk(cc,, aO) = (y, y) and hence m is rational, a contradiction unless y = 0. 
This implies that X, = {A} in this case. (Note that [A] = {A}). Also, 
one has WT) = FV(1) = IV,. 
Case (ii) 
Assume m is rational: We will assume m > 0 for the sake of definiteness. 
Since W7) 3 w(1) 3 IV,, we have W?) = s)cx IV, and FV(n) = 
r(n)cc W, where TT) and T(2) are some subgroups of T. (This is 
explained in the Appendix). It is easy to show that there exist integers 
PIT P2 such that l/p, . r, 1 z) = T(A) 3p2T0. Thus w-)/IV(n) N 
TT)/T(l) is finite. 
We next describe the equivalence classes in X,. In each equivalence class, 
choose an element ,u = A-k< - y such that 
(i) k is minimal (in an obvious sense) and 
(ii) y is antidominant. 
Note that such a choice is always possible since the values of “k” in a 
subset of X, are bounded below (in fact by 0 here) so (i) can be achieved 
and (ii) is obtained by using an element of W, c W(A) which does not 
alter k. 
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We will show that such element p is unique (in an equivalence class) and 
hence they parametrize the equivalence classes in X2. This is achieved by 
the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Let p be an element in X, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) 
(as above). Let p’ = I - k’< - y’ E [p]. Then 
(a) k’ak. 
(b) k’ = k if and only ify’ E W,y. (Note: This is the usual action of W,, 
and not the shifted one). 
Proof. (a) is clear from condition (i). 
Also, we recall that k’ is determined by y’ since 
(Y’, Y’) = mk’(ao, a~) (cf. 4.1). 
It is now clear that y’ E W,y =z. k’ = k. Thus we have only to show the 
following: If p’ = 3, - k’< - y’ E [p] with k’ = k then y’ E W,y. 
We now make use of the fact that ( W(A), s(n)) is a Coxeter group where 
s(n) is the set of reflections se for certain II/ E $;(A). (All this is proved in 
Proposition 6.1.) 
We need a few preliminaries. 
Let [=ll+cp~#R+(J) and n = 2(~++, [)/([,c) (EZ). Then 
n= 
2(m8+at-k<-y,l<+cp) 
(rp, 4)) 
(a03 No) 2(Y, cp) 
=m5ix-(cp,cp) 
Also, 
=A--ke-y-n(l<+cp) 
=A-(k+nl)C-(y+ncp). 
Since s(. p E [p], the minimality of k gives nl> 0. 
If 1>0 then n>O. 
If I=O, then c=q~bo+ and then n = -2(y, cp)/(rp, cp) 20 since y is 
antidominant. In any case, we have proved 
if [ = Zg + cp E 4: (2) then 
2b + P, O= m@0, a01 
n= (LO (4% cp) 
NJ, cp), o 
-(rP, * 
(5.2) 
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We now come back to $=A-- k’< - y’ E [p] with k’= k. By Section 3, 
3w E W(p) = w(A) such that $ = we p. We may (and will) assume that w is 
of least length in II’(A) (length with respect to S(A)) with this property. 
Let w=s~,“‘sJIp be a reduced expression, Q,E s(n). Now 
p’=s,,~*~s*p-p 
with 
Thus, if tii = Iit f (pi then 
A-k’t-y’=A--if--y- i n,(i,<+cp,) 
i-l 
Hence k’ = k + Cf=, nili 2 k = k’. So Cf= 1 n,l, = 0. However, n, = 2(p + p, 
% . ..s~~+.(~~))/(s~~...sJ/,~~(~~), s+ .**s+,+,(J/~)) and Ci = ~+~**.s+~+~(Jli) E 
#;(A) since the expression w = stb, -. . stiP is reduced. Hence n, 3 0 by (5.2). 
Since Ii >,O as well, Cj’=, n,l, =0 * nili= 0, Vi. But it is easy to see that 
n,=O gives p’ = s~;*=9,***stiP.~ which is a contradiction to the 
minimality of length of w. Hence ni # 0, Vi. Thus we have proved Ii = 0, Vi. 
In other words, tii = rp, E 40’ and so w = se1 -+ *sJIp E Wo. Now A - k’t -7’ 
= ~1’ = w.p = w(A-kc-y) = A-kt-w(y). That proves that y’= 
w(y) E Way and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 5.3. We have really proved the following fact: If p = L-kc - 
y E A’, is such that the property in (5.2) is satisfied then (a) and (b) hold, 
i.e., for any p’ = II - k’t - y’ E [p], k’ 2 k and k’ = k holds if and only if 
y’ E Way. In fact, conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (5.2). 
We thus have a way of parametrizing all the equivalence classes in X,, 
viz. write down all the elements ~GX, which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) 
or equivalently, as remarked above, which satisfy condition in (5.2). We 
will use the later condition since it is expressed in terms of y alone. 
We work on (5.2) to bring it to a sharper form. 
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First, observe that W,c W(A) and so Zg + cp E d,JA) * 15 - ~E&,J,I) 
as well. Hence l< + cp E d,‘(A), I # 0 * 15 - cp E d,‘(A). Thus 
4% “da w, cp) >. 
(cp? cp) I I (cp,’ VV such that 15 + cp E d,‘(A), I # 0 (5.4) 
Conversely, of course, if (5.4) is satisfied then so is (5.2) (y antidominant). 
This brings us to the following set: 
Let Em be the set of y E r, which satisfy the following three conditions: 
(0) (YY r)lm(% ad = k, E z, 
(i) y satisfies (5.4), 
(ii) y antidominant. 
Then we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The correspondence y + [A - k,[ - y] is a bijection 
between E,,, and the set of equivalence classes in X,. 
5.6. We now specialize further by taking m = 1. We show that 
Zi( = 8) consists of a single element y = 0 except in 2 cases: 
(i) /I is the highest root and 4,, is of type C, with n > 4. 
(ii) fl is twice the highest short root and b0 is of type B, with n > 4. 
In the latter two cases, we enumerate B by giving special representatives. 
So, assume y E Z. Forany8ET,wehave8(6+a&k5-y) = 6 + a< - 
k, 5 - (y + (((cI,,, cr,)/2) 0). Thus if we consider y + ((a,,, cr,)/2) T, we see 
that there exists a yi E y + ((a,, a,)/2) T with yi =x1 <i<l a,a, such that . . 
(i) - 1 < ai 6 0 for all i and a, = 0 if ai is long when #I is the highest 
root. 
(ii) a,=0 for all i, when /3 is the highest short root. 
(iii) - 1 < ai < 0 for all i and ai = 0 if ai is short when fi is twice the 
highest short root. We leave the simple verification (using the description 
of T) to the reader. 
If we note that the element 6 + at -k, l -(y + ((a,,, a,)/2) 0) lies in the 
equivalence class of 6 - a5 - (kc + y), to describe E, it is enough to look for 
y, as above. Case (ii) is immediately disposed of: y1 = (0) so that B is a 
singelton. We also remark that Case (iii) is dual to case (i). 
So we consider Case (i): We assume y E B is such that y satisfies the 
property in (i) above. The equation of condition (0) (in the definition of E) 
says (y, y) = k(a,, a,). This equation (in Case (i)) can hold only if either 
y = 0 or y involves at least two short (simple) roots not connected with 
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each other. This means that except when &, is of type C, with n > 4, y = 0. 
This proves what we said at the beginning subsection 5.6. 
Here we assume & is of type C,, n > 4. We search for y E r, satisfying 
(0) and (5.4). It is convenient now to use the concrete realization of the 
root system C, given in [B]. 
We let {cQ,..., a,} be the set of simple roots with ai= ei- ei+ 1, 
1 < i Q n - 1, and a, = 2e,. Then fi = 2e, so that (a,, ao) = (/I, 8) = 4. Also if 
we write y = .G,e, with ai E Z, ai < 0 then (y, y) = .Zzf = 4k by (0). (For y to 
lie in r,,, we must require that Ca, E 0 (mod 2), but we do not need this.) If 
we take cp = 2e,, then 5 + cp E 4,’ so that (5.4) implies 
This along with the fact that x1 d ic n a: = 4k implies ai = 0 only for 4k 
indices i. But since y is assumed to be antidominant, we see that y = 
-(e1+ ... + eJ. Conversely, for any k 2 0 with 4k < n, yk = 
-(cl + . . . + edk) is in 3. 
Since IV,, c IV(n), we can conjugate yk by W,, to arrive at a better look- 
ing element 
Thus if we let 8’ = { ~6: 0 < k such that 4k < n} we have a bijection 8’ and 
the set of equivalences in X,. 
Case iii. An entirely analogous treatment yields the following set 8’ in 
the case of 
B . 7;1’= il.- 
{ 
r; = (@I + 4 + .-- +(a‘,-,+a,~,)+k>O . 
5.7. We end this section with the following: 
LEMMA. For every finite root-system system #,,, there exists a 1 E H* 
such that 
0) (a+~, 5)#0, 
(ii) W7) is infinite, and 
(iii) IV(J) = {e}. 
Proof. Let qOo H,* be such that (qO, cp) E (l/q) * Z\Z, for all 
cp E& u (24,). Assume q is sufficiently large. Let A+ p = 6 + ‘lo. Since 
W(A) is Coxeter, it is enough to consider sl{ + p E IV(n). Now s15 + J6 + qo) 
= a- ((a,, ao)/2) lrp- ((a,, ao)/4)Wib b) 5 +s,(vo) + (sJtlo), b) 5 = 
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6 - 4(ao, ao)l(cp, cp)), rp - (( a03 aoY(cp, cp) 125 + rlo - (10, cp) cp - ho, cp) 
15 #r as q is large. This shows that IV(n) = (e}. However, if we take 
8E4q*To, then 
so that WT) is infinite. 
6. PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN SUBGROUPS OF W 
In this section, we prove some propositions regarding certain subgroups 
of W. (These have already been used earlier.) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For ,I E H*, W(A) is a Coxeter group with respect to a 
suitably defined set of generators. 
Proof: One knows [Ma] that the root-system 4 has the following 
description: 
(Note that the third set occurs only when qSo is of type B, and /I = 2 highest 
short root.) 
Then 
We note here that g,(n) = qSR(n + p). Also, it is clear that s+(q) E dR(L) for 
*9 r E 4An). 
We will see that by adding a certain subset Zlot of 4-dR to tiR(J.), we 
will be able to carry out the “standard” arguments regarding existence of a 
basis, generation of the Weyl group by simple reflections, etc. The point 
here is that the “basis” we get is not necessarily linearly independent. Yet 
we are able to force our way through the arguments. (In fact, we get a nicer 
proof for the generation!) Another interesting point is that the subset Zlot 
does not enter in the picture as far as W(A) is concerned but still has a role 
as a “catalyst.” 
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To define Zl,<, we need some preliminaries, 
Consider the subset L c Z given by 
(where m is given by A + p = m6 + q. + a<). (Caution: 1 E L may not imply 
that the “corresponding” root It + q E $,Jn).) 
We claim that L is closed under addition. (It is obviously closed under 
taking negatives.) 
So let I,, I2 E L, i.e., 
for some Z,r+cp, and 125+q2~QR. 
Case (i). 
(cplv cpl) = ((P2, (Pd. 
Then (I, + I,) 5 + cpl E #R unless possibly 
(a) /I = highest short root and q1 long root in q50 or 
(b) /I = 2 highest short root and cpi = 2 * short root. 
Thus, except for these two cases, II + I2 EL by definition. 
Subcase (a). If /I = highest short root and cpl long root then I,, l2 are 
both even and so (1, + 1,) 5 + ‘pl E Q as well. So this subcase is O.K. 
Subcuse (b). If /I = 2 highest short root and cpl = 2 short root, then 
mh(ao, a,) = 4. mMao9 a01 E z 
h/2, ‘PI/J (cpl7 cpl) 
and 
mMao9 a01 = 44(ao9 a01 E z 
h/27 (PI/d (cpl, cpl) . 
So (I,+f,) 5+(~,/2~4 and so I,+f2~L. 
Case (ii). 
(cpl, cpl) z (4% cpz)* 
Assume, without loss of generality, (cpl, cpi) < (cpi, cpz). Note that 
(4b (~d(e, cpl)EZ (in all cases!) So Mao, aoY(rpl, cpl) = W2(ao9 ao)/ 
(q2, qp2)) x ((rpz, (p2)/((p1, rpl)) E Z. Now q1 is either a short root or a long 
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root in &. (The second case occurs when /I = 2. highest short root and 
(p2 = 2. short root.) In any case, (1r + 12) < + cpr E 4. Thus I, + I, EL. This 
proves our claim about L. 
Let Z,(Z, 2 0) be a generator of L. Let $(A) = q5,Jn) u Zlo( (if I, = 0, we 
add nothing) and d(1)’ = 4(J) n 4’. 
Here onwards, we prove the existence of “basis“’ etc., by arguments 
which avoid the use of the linear independence of the basis. (Indeed, we 
have examples where it simply may not hold.) 
Let B(A)= WwVWWh+lC/2 with VL lC124+(41. 
CLAIM 1. For +, q E B(A), (@, q) < 0 if ti # q. Let, if possible, (II/, n) > 0 
(II/ #n). First, note that I(/, q E $R(l) in this case. If 2($, n)/(q, v) = 1 then 
$ -q = s&tj) E #R(n) and so tj and q can not both be in B(1). Thus 2(Ic/, n)/ 
(q, u) > 2. Similarly 2( $, q)/($, $) 2 2. Hence one must have 1(/ = I, 5 + cp, , 
q=121+(p2 with ql=q2. 
Since *E IV(n)= IV(n+p), 2(1+p, II/)/($, $)EZ, i.e., 
Similarly 
But cpl = (p2 and so 44 - l,)(a,, ~,)/(cpl, cp,) E Z. 
So I, - I2 EL by definition. Hence I, - l2 = kl,, with k # 0 (since tj #n). 
Let k > 0 without loss of generality. Thus tj = n + k10 5 and q, kl,,[ E Q’(A). 
This contradicts the fact that $ E B(A). Hence Claim 1 is true. 
CLAIM 2. Any q E 4+(n) can be written as a nonnegative linear com- 
bination of elements in B(il). (However, such a combination need not be 
unique.) 
The “usual” argument is effective in this case as well as we can (and will) 
take help of the notion of height with respect o the set of simple roots of 
the entire root system 4. (Note that q5’(n)=q5(n)n&+.) We will skip the 
proof. 
CLAIM 3. Let II/~B(l)nq5, and q ~q5’(2) with q #$. Then SUE 
d+(n). 
Proof of the Claim. Let q=CrEB(Z,,i+ti rnr.[+rnti*$ with rn(, rn$EZ, 
20. (This is by Claim2.) If s+(q)$q5+(J.) then --aid+ and so 
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Q(U)= --CcEB(~),~++ tti*C-v+*@ with rlti, ~20 (W On the other 
hand, s&d = T--P~~ P = WhY(W)>O. So CCEBtlj,C+$ (m,+rlr;) 
l+(mti+n,-p) *=O, mc+qc>O. 
Taking the inner product with respect to II/ and using Claim 1, we get 
m,+vJ,-paO. However, B(A)c4+(l)c@+ and so it is clear that mi= 
vi = 0, V[ # $. Hence q = rnti * $ and so m,, = 1 which forces q = @ which is 
not true. Hence Q(V) E d’(n). 
Claim 4. Let v E 4,‘(n) then s,, E group generated by S(n) = 
bll, I ICI E B(A) n A&)}. 
Once again we make use of the concept of height (ht) with respect o the 
simple roots of 4. We prove the claim by induction on ht q. If q E B(I) then 
there is nothing to prove. Let q $ B(n). Then q = CtiEScrlj ati. $ where 
a,>O, a,,EZ. 
Since (Q II) > 0, it is clear that (r~, 1+5) > 0 for some a,, # 0. Also, q # + 
(9 $ B(I)). So by Claim 3, Q(V) E $‘(A) and obviously Q(V) E #R. So Q(V) 
= n - btj E $2 (1) where b > 0. Since ht(s#(q)) < htq, s,+(~) E group generated 
by S (by induction). So s,, = sti . s sII(,,)s+ E group grenerated by S again. Thus 
we have proved that IV(n) is generated by S. Now the proof of the fact that 
(IV(n), S) is Coxeter is once again “standard” and we give it here for the 
sake of completeness. 
For II/EB(~), define P,= {WE W’(~)~W-‘(~(I)E~~R+(A)). 
It is now easy to see that (i) id E P, and (ii) P, n sti. P, = 0. (iii) Next, 
let r~ E B(1) (q may be equal to tj) and w E IV(n) be such that w E P, but 
ws,, 4 P,. Thus w -‘(II/)E~R+(;~) and s,Jw-‘($))$~R+(~). Hence by Claim 3, 
w-‘($)=tj. so s,,w=ws,. 
Hence by a well-known theorem [B, p. 18, Proposition 61 (IV(a), S(n)) 
is a Coxeter system with P, = {w E W(A) I Z(s, . w) B l(w)}. 
Remark 6.2. It is possible that the elements in B(I) are not linearly 
independent. Consider the following example: 
q$ is of type A,, m = 1 and q0 = 4~~. It can be shown that 
~,‘(~)={rg~(al+a,),15f(a,+C13);1~1} 
u (~1~ + u2, a2 + aj} u Z<. 
Then B(I) = {c(, + c12, a2 + c(~, 5 - (~1, + a,), 5 - (01~ + 01~)). Clearly these 
are not linearly independent. The reason lies in the fact that #(A) is 
reducible, i.e., Q(n) = 4(n), Use with ($, q) = 0 for any + Ebb and 
? E 4(n),* 
Indeed, it can be proved that this is the obstruction for the linear 
independence. 
At the end, we prove the following: 
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PROPOSITION 6.3 (Bourbaki). Let 1 E &,,h R. cp. Then W%) = 
{z E W, 1 A - z(A) E To} is equal to W,(n) = subgroup generated by 
Proof. Choose p E A + f,, such that (p, p) is least. (This is possible since 
r, us a lattice and ( , ) is positive definite on CqEh Rq). 
It is easy to see that p must satisfy 
(6.4) 
For: If this were not true, then 3y, E #,, such that 2(/.4 cp)/(rp, q) > 1 and 
then p--(~~jl+r~ with 
contradicting the mEmality?f (p, p). 
We note that W,,(p) = w,(n) and W,,(p) = II’,(n). Choose a positive 
system I(/ in q$, such that p is dominant with respect o it and let 8 be the 
set of simple roots. 
Let w E Wa). Write w = so,. * * sot, a reduced expression with 8i~ 8. 
Now p=wp++ with AEON. Also, ~-~~=~+w~i(A). Let A=CeEe 
rn,*8 and w-‘(A)=&~~ e n .t9. Then it is clear that m, 2 0, V8 and n, G 0, 
Vtl (p is dominant with respect to 8). If A = 0, then it is easy to see that 
se,(p) = CL, Vi and so se, E W,,(p), Vi. Thus w E W,(p). If A # 0 then 3 least j 
(1 <j<k) such that 
se,-, . ..sO.(A) = c me’ e with pe 2 0, \JB 
eee 
and se,se,-, -so,(A)=Ceee qe .13 with at least one qe < 0. It is clear that 
qe=ps, V6#Oj and 
2(sOj-, . ' ' s81 9 ej) 
G 49j’Pl3j- 
%-* - 
(e,, ej> 
* * * +,(A), ej) < o 
(e,, ej) ’ 
However pe, # 0 otherwise 2(sg-, . . . se,(~), e,y(e,, ej) GO. SO i G pej < 
%3-, . ..s.,(A), O,)/(O,, Oj). However, se,-, . ..s@.(A) = s,~-;..s,,(~) - 
se. *. . s&). so I 
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<2 by (6.4). 
Combining, we must have 2(soj-, . . . s@,(A), t!9,)/( e,, ei) = 2 and 
woj-, . . . se,(~), e,w,, ej) = -2bj . . . Set(p), fl,)/(e,, $) = 1. Thus T = 
se, ’ ’ ’ se,-, * sO, ’ ‘Oj-1 * * * se1 E W,,(p) be definition. Also, w = z . se, . . . &,, . . . 
sgk with w’ = sO, .*s+,~ ***set E W,(p) and I(w’) < f(w). Now the proof can be 
completed by induction on I(w). 
APPENDIX 
We give here the explicit linear action of the Weyl group W on H*. It 
allows us to write W and certain other subgroups of W as semidirect 
products of the finite Weyl group W,, and subgroups of H,* (additive). 
First, W, acts on H$ and so one has the semidirect product H,*a W, 
defined by 
(e, g. (et, q = (e + r(ef), d), 8, 8' E H,*, r, Tt E w,. 
Identify W, 4 H,*a W,-, by r + (0, r) and H,* ci H,* a W,, by 8 + (t?, id). 
Also, 8. t = (e, T) for eE H,*, t E W,,. Consider the action of H$a W,, on 
H* given by 
+ rho) + (oh,), 0) r + ~5. 
(It can be easily checked that this is indeed an action.) Next, this action is 
faithful. (Let 6E H,*, ZE W, s.t. (0.r) (md+q,+a<) = md+q,+a& m, 
a EC, ‘lo E Hz. Put m = a = 0 then (O.r)(qo) = r(qo) + (r(uo), 0) 5 = ‘lo. So 
z=id and 6=0). 
Thus we can identify H,*a W, 4 Aut H*. The following fact is easy to 
verify :
Let G be a subgroup of H,*a W, containing W, then G = 
(Gn H,*)a W,; Gn H,* is an additive subgroup of H,*. 
Next we show that the Weyl group W satisfies the above property. 
Clearly WI W,. Also, a direct computation shows that s,<+~ = 
(2kp/((p, rp)) . s, for 15 + cp E dR. (If cp is such that q/2 E q50, i.e., we are con- 
sidering the case of B, with fl= 2 highest short root, etc., then sq = 
Spl2 E Wo). 
It is now clear the WC H,*a W,. Let W= Ta W, where TcH,*, an 
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additive subgroup. Also, from above, 2143/((p, cp) E T whenever It + cp E q5R. 
Now it is an easy matter to describe the set T by considering the explicit 
description for the root system dR (cf. Sect. 6). We will just record the 
results: 
(i) T=CrpSh Z(2cp/(cp, cp)) if /? = highest root. 
(ii) T= (2/@, 8)) r, if /? = highest short root. 
(iii) T= (4/(p, 8)) rO if /? = 2 highest short root and q&, of type B,. 
Note added in proof The following generalization of Proposition 6.1 has been proved by 
Deodhar: 
THEOREM. For any Kac-Moody Lie algebra, the subgroup W, (of the Weyl group) 
generated by an arbitrary subset A of reflections in real roots is a Coxeter group with respect to 
a suitably defined set of generators. 
A special case of this theorem viz. A = dR(l) has also been reportedly proved by J.-M. Ku. 
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